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EXHIBITING WARHOL’S SCREEN TESTS 

Ian Walker 

 

The work of Andy Warhol seems nighwell ubiquitous now, and its continuing 

relevance and pivotal position in recent culture remains indisputable. Towards the 

end of 2014, Warhol’s work could be found in two very different shows in Britain. 

Tate Liverpool staged Transmitting Andy Warhol, which, through a mix of paintings, 

films, drawings, prints and photographs, sought to explore ‘Warhol’s role in 

establishing new processes for the dissemination of art’.1 While, at Modern Art 

Oxford, Jeremy Deller curated the exhibition Love is Enough, bringing together the 

work of William Morris and Andy Warhol to idiosyncratic but striking effect.2 

On a less grand scale was the screening, also at Modern Art Oxford over the 

week of December 2-7, of a programme of Warhol’s Screen Tests. They were shown 

in the ‘Project Space’ as part of a programme entitled Straight to Camera: Performance 

for Film.3 As the title suggests, this featured work by a number of artists in which a 

performance was directly addressed to the camera and recorded in unrelenting 

detail. The Screen Tests which Warhol shot in 1964-66 were the earliest works in the 

programme and stood, as it were, as a starting point for this way of working.  

 

 
Fig 1: Cover of Callie Angell, Andy Warhol’s Screen Tests, 2006 
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How they were made is by now the stuff of legend. A 16mm Bolex camera 

was set up in a corner of the Factory and the portraits made as the participants 

dropped by or were invited to sit. Each film roll was 100 foot long; the subjects were 

seated before the camera and left there till the film ran out. When shot at a sound 

speed of 24 frames per second, this would take a little under three minutes (the 

films also include the opening and closing moments as the images appear and 

disappear). But, as with all his films of this period, Warhol intended them to be 

projected at the silent speed of 16 fps, which slows them down and makes each film 

last just over four minutes. 

The Screen Tests have been exhaustively documented and analysed by Callie 

Angell in the Catalogue Raisonné published in 2006 (Fig 1).4 She catalogued 472 such 

films shot by Warhol and his team and they vary dramatically. At the start, it seems 

that Warhol’s intention was to produce a film version of a still photograph; his 

models were variously mugshots or photobooth pictures. Warhol used both sorts of 

photo as sources for his paintings of the period and was evidently interested in their 

mix of plainness and impassivity. But of course, the ‘Screen Tests’ are not 

photographs, where the stillness is created by the split-second movement of the 

shutter; the stasis they record exists in time and is willed over the three minutes 

that the film camera takes to expose its 100 foot roll. And for us to experience it 

will also require an investment in time rather than the quick glance we might give to 

a photograph.  

The films differ significantly though in the degree of movement allowed to the 

subject. It seems that the earliest ones were the strictest in this respect and the 

instruction not to move produced a good deal of psychological tension and self-

consciousness. Ann Buchanan manages not to blink for an entire film, an effort that 

results in tears welling up and running down her face. Other films, mostly it seems 

made later, are more dramatic and ironic. Lou Reed for example plays variously with 

an apple, a coke bottle and a Hershey bar, while Marcel Duchamp smiles and winks 

throughout his film and manages to be intensely irritating. 

Having shot all these films, Warhol’s use of them was rather limited. A few 

were put together into the compilations The Thirteen Most Beautiful Boys and The 

Thirteen Most Beautiful Women, which were shown either to invited guests in the 

Factory or at a handful of public screenings. Beginning in 1966, some of the Screen 

Tests were projected behind the Velvet Underground as part of the multimedia 
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extravaganza of the Exploding Plastic Inevitable. Stills from 54 of the films were 

juxtaposed with Gerard Malanga’s poems in the 1967 book Screen Tests / A Diary.5 In 

1970, Warhol stopped distributing his early films and they remained in storage until 

after his death in 1987. In the early 1990s, the Warhol Foundation deposited the 

films with the Museum of Modern Art, who began the long job of preserving and 

restoring them. This resulted a decade later in Angell’s catalogue and the greater 

visibility of the Screen Tests in a variety of contexts, most of which showed the films 

as digital copies rather than on film.  

 The Screen Tests, then, have never had a secure and settled form of viewing. 

Should we see them in a cinema or a gallery, as films or on DVD, on a screen or a 

monitor, large or small, edited or unedited? It is this openness that has led exhibition 

curators in particular to seek innovative ways of showing the work and it is in the 

gallery that the Screen Tests have been frequently seen in recent years. Through this 

recent exposure, these films have come to be recognized as some of Warhol’s most 

important and enduring work, standing alongside the iconic paintings of Marilyn, 

Jackie, Elvis and the electric chair with which we were already familiar. But adapting 

the Screen Tests to the gallery also raises questions about how far their basic form 

can be moulded to fit that space. Is there a point where a ‘showing’ of the work 

shifts into an ‘undermining’  - even a ‘betrayal’ – of it? There are, however, no hard 

and fast rules and it may be best to approach this via a series of examples.   

 

Entering Modern Art Oxford, one reached the Project Space by walking through the 

café and the bookshop and then, instead of going up the metal staircase to the main 

gallery (where Love is Enough opened the following week), one turned right into a 

single darkened room. Several elements here would be familiar for anyone used to 

visiting shows of contemporary art: the previous industrial use of the building 

signalled by rough brickwork and iron pillars, the painting of these elements a 

uniform white, the exposed pipework and the grey concrete floor.  

At the far side of the room was a screen on to which the Screen Tests were 

projected as digital copies coming from a DVD player placed on a ledge high on the 

opposite wall. The films were on a continuous loop, interrupted only on each circuit 

by the information that they were ‘©2012, the Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh’. 

The most eccentric aspect of the room was the seating, provided by a large 

construction which occupied much of the space and had several flat wooden surfaces 
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on which to perch. So when one entered, how long one stayed and when one left 

was entirely up to the visitor. I sat there (very aware of the hard seats) to watch 

several films in succession, but during that time, none of the few other visitors sat 

down, rather standing at the back of the room for between a few seconds and a 

minute or so before leaving.  

Probably they felt there was little to see here and, indeed, I was surprised at 

how long each reel seemed, how slowly they moved and how much fortitude they 

required of the spectator. But then, I already knew the Screen Tests – or at least 

some of them – and this was a little like revisiting old friends. I watched Marcel 

Duchamp chuckle, Baby Jane Holzer lick her lips, Dennis Hopper think (or act at 

thinking) deeply, Salvador Dalí try (and fail) to outstare the camera. Meanwhile, the 

chill silence hung heavily, though in fact, there was quite a complex soundtrack 

coming in from outside the gallery: the voices chattering (and a baby crying) in the 

café, footsteps going up and down the metal stairs, the invigilators chatting to each 

other in the doorway.  

In many ways, all this is quite unremarkable and quite typical of how we 

experience films in galleries nowadays. But Warhol’s Screen Tests have a particular 

purity and simplicity, which seems to make one very aware of how the context of 

their viewing becomes part of their meaning and how different it must be now 

compared to how they might have originally been seen. Moreover, each experience 

of watching the Screen Tests must in turn be different from any other. And as I sat 

there, in Oxford on a winter’s day in December 2014, I thought back to other, 

earlier experiences I had had of these films and how varied they had been. 

My last viewing had been in the winter of 2008-9, when the Hayward Gallery 

on London’s South Bank staged the exhibition Andy Warhol: Other Voices, Other 

Rooms.6 It was an extraordinary and excessive spectacle, impossible to fully assimilate 

and containing far more material than any viewer could reasonably experience on 

even a series of visits. There were lengthy video diaries and audiotape interviews, 

monitors in a central space showed the TV programmes that Warhol produced 

between 1979 and 1987, while the large ‘Filmscape’ room towards the end 

presented 19 of Warhol’s films totalling 23 hours in all. The exhibition seems to have 

enthralled some visitors, for whom it had a democratic and interactive dimension 

often lacking in art galleries, and alienated others, who saw it as anarchic and 
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sprawling, replacing judgement by sheer excess. But what was also interesting was 

what the show wanted to say about Andy Warhol.  

I couldn’t help but compare the multi-media experience of Other Voices, Other 

Rooms with the first Warhol exhibition I ever saw, at the old Tate Gallery (now Tate 

Britain) on Millbank in 1971.7 This was devoted almost entirely to the paintings of 

soup cans, portraits, flowers and disasters made by Warhol between 1963 and 1967 

(though reference was made in the catalogue to his contemporaneous films). Classic 

Warhol, we might call it, and I’m sure (though my memory is necessarily hazy) that 

these paintings were hung in stately procession around the walls of a modernist 

‘white cube’. In his catalogue essay, Richard Morphet underplayed the Pop sources of 

Warhol’s paintings and emphasised their qualities as ‘palpable objects made by 

particular means, of particular materials, in particular arrangements’,8 comparing 

them to the work of minimalist artists like Ellsworth Kelly, Carl Andre and Sol 

LeWitt.  

 In 1971, then, Warhol’s paintings were removed from the rest of his activity 

(artistic or otherwise), removed from its social and cultural milieu and presented as 

autonomous, self-referential art. The artist himself was privileged as author, working 

in the tradition of post-war American art that went from Pollock and Rothko 

through Johns and into the 1960s, producing an art that, for Morphet, ‘first and 

foremost’ addressed the art world.  

By 2008, all this had changed. The work was now multiple and plural, 

produced across a range of media and cultural institutions. It addressed popular 

culture as much as the avant-garde, with Warhol as an enigmatic presence whose 

name is talismanic (and used to draw the crowds into the show), but whose actual 

role in the work is often elusive.  

To be fair, Other Voices, Other Rooms was, as the title suggests, presenting 

itself as an alternative to a still predominant emphasis on Warhol as painter, and it 

did this by concentrating - at least in the first two large rooms - on work made in 

the seventies and eighties, when undoubtedly his position did shift. (Let’s call this the 

‘post shooting’ Warhol.) But it was also possible because the concept of what an 

artist is and why their work matters has also changed irrevocably over the last thirty 

years. If, in 1971, the Tate wanted to align Warhol’s work with (late) Modernism, the 

Warhol of Other Voices, Other Rooms was one seen from the other side of 

Postmodernism. 
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Fig 2: ‘Cosmos’ room in the exhibition Andy Warhol: Other  

Voices, Other Rooms, Hayward Gallery, London, 2008-9 
(with Screen Tests of Taylor Mead and Edie Sedgwick being projected). 

 

The first room in the Hayward exhibition set the stage for the whole show 

(Fig 2). Entitled Cosmos, it was filled with a barrage of Warholian prints, drawings, 

record covers, book designs, photographs, magazines, the contents of one of his 

‘time capsules’ and even a few paintings. The presentation was utterly achronological, 

with his early fey drawings opposite copies of his 1980s magazine Interview. But the 

centre of the space was occupied by one of his major projects from that ‘classic’ 

period of the mid 1960s. Hung from the ceiling above the heads of the spectators 

were three large transparent screens, on to which were projected a selection of 

forty Screen Tests.  
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Hanging almost god-like above us, these faces dominated the space. Down on 

the floor, a series of stars gave the names of the participants, as if we were indeed 

on Hollywood Boulevard. One could choose to walk around the screens (for the 

films could also be seen reversed on the back on them) or stand and watch one in 

particular, though the crick in one’s neck and the presence of everything and 

everyone else in the room might act as a deterrent to such close scrutiny. It’s 

unlikely that any single viewer would see all the films; even showing three at a time, 

that would take nearly an hour and there was much, much more to see in the rest of 

the exhibition.  

  

 
Fig 3: Poster for The Eternal Now: Warhol and Film ’63-’68,  

Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, 2008  

 

It was intriguing to compare this experience with another viewing of 

Warhol’s Screen Tests, just a few weeks earlier. This was on a visit to Birmingham 

when we went to the exhibition The Eternal Now: Warhol and Film ’63-’68 at Ikon 

Eastside (Fig 3).9 This space was on the other side of the city centre to the main Ikon 

gallery, in Digbeth, once home to the small factories and workshops for which the 

city was renowned. Now, the area houses artists’ studios and media organisations. 

When we visited on a Sunday afternoon, the autumn sunlight shafting down the 

dusty, empty streets gave one the sense of walking through a painting by de Chirico. 
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The main gallery at Ikon Eastside was a single large space, with its rough 

concrete floor painted a dark grey, and there was a distinct frisson in viewing 

Warhol’s films in a real ex-factory. It was dark, silent, empty and cold despite the sun 

outside.  Three films were being projected (as DVDs) onto the white walls – Empire 

large at the end of the space, Blow Job and Kiss on the long side wall.10 Grey and 

flickering, the original film grain palpable, they felt haunted and distant, as if they 

were being thrown across time and space from very far away. At one point, I glanced 

away from Empire for a few seconds and when I turned back, the lights on the 

building had come on: a minimalist drama all the more dramatic for the fact that I 

missed it.  

Less happy, though, was the presentation of the Screen Tests at the other end 

of the gallery. Perhaps fearing (unnecessarily, I think) too much sameness of 

presentation, the curators had here installed a loose circle of small video monitors 

facing outward and sitting directly on the floor, showing a selection of Screen Tests 

(Fig 4). It was a form of presentation almost diametrically opposed to the screening 

in the Hayward. There one looked up at large images over one’s head, while here 

one looked down at small images next to the floor. The technology of monitors fed 

by trailing wires was insistently physical compared to the floating silver screens at 

the Hayward.  But it was equally hard to stay with any one film, for the form of the 

circle pushed one round to see what was over on the other side. If one image was 

‘boring’, you moved around to find another one which was more ‘interesting’.  

This was a brave but, I felt, flawed attempt to remake the Screen Tests for a 

gallery space. The films themselves became too subservient to the three-dimensional, 

sculptural presence of the monitors. Both the installations in the Hayward and the 

Ikon lost one fundamental element in the work – the sense of an eye-line between 

subject and viewer, through the camera lens. But where the Hayward installation 

replaced this with a heroic and grandiose gaze over our heads, the images in the Ikon 

were left, rather impoverished, on the floor.  
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Fig 4: Circle of monitors showing Screen Tests in The Eternal Now: 

 Warhol and Film ’63-’68, Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, 2008  
  

 These two installations seen weeks apart suggest the possibilities and 

problems of reconfiguring Warhol’s Screen Tests in a gallery space. But they are two 

among several such presentations that I had experienced, which are also worth 

briefly describing. These were inevitably geographically focused in Britain and a 

gallery goer in the USA or Europe would have experienced a different, though I 

suspect parallel, set of exhibitions. But my starting point was in fact in New York.  

 During 2003, while its main building on 53rd Street was being renovated and 

enlarged, the Museum of Modern Art decamped to a temporary site in Queens. The 

building it occupied was rather too brutally industrial for the exhibitions by Ansel 

Adams and Max Beckmann it hosted during the summer, but again one might have 

thought it well suited to Warhol’s Screen Tests, which occupied one darkened 

room.11 The films themselves were compelling – it was the first time that I had seen 

them (probably the first time that many people even in New York had) and they 

were mesmerising. Yet some unfortunate decisions had been made about how they 

should been shown. The arrangement with screens on the four walls of the room 

and a single block of seats in the centre meant that eyelines were constantly criss-

crossing the space and bodies getting in the way of a concentrated viewing of any 

one film. Moreover, the films were shown in a variety of sizes and, rather than 
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projected straight on the wall, they were situated within black frames; both decisions 

turned them almost into pseudo-paintings à la Bill Viola rather than acknowledging, 

indeed celebrating, their minimal, consistent and filmic nature. 

My account of seeing the Screen Tests at MOMA is based on memory only, 

since the Museum does not have any installation photos of the exhibition.12 But, 

following the exhibition at MOMA, the Screen Tests were shown in a number of 

other venues in America and Europe, including the KW Institute for Contemporary 

Art, Berlin, in May-August, 2004; shots of that installation were included in the 

accompanying publication (Fig 5).13 The photographs show that the film images were 

framed as at MOMA and the catalogue essays made explicit the parallel with 

traditional painted portraits. In both showings, the images were also different sizes, 

though in Berlin, they were, I think, all larger than I remember them at MOMA 

Queens. The gallery space was also much more minimal (there were, it seems, no 

seats), with a semi-industrial feel reminiscent of Ikon Eastside, though it is far more 

expansive than that or any other space where I have experienced the Screen Tests. 

 

 
Fig 5: Screen Tests on show in the KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2004 

 

Whatever my reservations, the experience of seeing the Screen Tests in New 

York was memorable enough that, when I later came across them in other 

exhibitions, I took notice of how they were presented. Sometimes, this was rather 
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eccentric. In 2007, for example, Tate Modern mounted the exhibition Dalí and Film.14 

There was much that was interesting in the show (my favourite object was a letter 

from the time of making Un Chien Andalou, in which Luis Buñuel asked Dalí to bring 

some ants with him when he came back to Paris from Spain). But the show went off 

badly 

towards its conclusion - as of course did Dalí’s work – with the final object being 

Warhol’s Screen Test of Salvador Dalí mugging madly for the camera (Fig 6). This was 

shown on a monitor mounted on a plinth, with next to it a second identical monitor 

on another plinth, which, while I was there, displayed the copyright logo of the Andy 

Warhol Foundation. It was ludicrous, yet oddly fitting for the figure who, in the guise 

of ‘Avida Dollars’, had preceded Warhol as an artist who was also a business.   

 

 
 

Fig 6: Screen Test of Salvador Dalí on two monitors, with Philippe Halsman’s  
photographs Dalí’s Moustache, in the exhibition Dalí and Film,  

Tate Modern, London, 2007 
 

Later that year, the exhibition Pop Art Portraits opened at the National 

Portrait Gallery.15 The temporary galleries at the back of the ground floor form a 

sort of enfilade, which can be either engaging or problematic. Most of the works in 

this show were of course paintings or prints, but about halfway along, a little 

darkened side room - hardly more than an alcove really - had been created with a 
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bench between two high screens facing each other. On one screen was showing a 

series of the Screen Tests, while opposite it was projected the film Heads by the 

British experimental filmmaker Peter Gidal (Figs 7 and 8). 

 

    

 

 
Figs 7 and 8: Andy Warhol, Screen Tests, and Peter Gidal, Heads,  

in Pop Art Portraits, National Portrait Gallery, London, 2007.  

 

Made in 1969, Heads was a sort of London version of the Screen Tests, 

featuring Pete Townshend rather than Lou Reed, Francis Bacon rather than Marcel 

Duchamp, Marianne Faithful rather than Nico. Evidently influenced by Warhol (Gidal 
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has written about his work on several occasions)16 in the intense, silent gaze at the 

subject’s face, they were also interestingly different - more tightly cropped and shot, 

it seemed, with a handheld camera, the wavering of which was exaggerated by the 

tightness of the close-up. The resultant effect - which Gidal called ‘clinical 

subjectivity’ – was however in the end less compelling than the unwavering gaze of 

Warhol’s camera.  

Of course, it was important that these films by Warhol and Gidal were 

included in the exhibition and their deadpan resistance to meaning felt far more 

resilient than much else in the show. Yet once again, it was difficult really to watch 

the films for any length of time. Their placement high up in the room caused the 

inevitable crick in the neck and the fact they were opposite each other encouraged 

the viewer to constantly turn back and forth in case one missed something or 

someone significant. The siting of the work next to a passageway also discouraged 

viewers from spending much time with the work; when I was there, most visitors 

paused rather briefly before moving on. 

   

These, then, are accounts of six sitings of the Screen Tests in a gallery context: in 

MOMA, Tate, the National Portrait Gallery, Ikon, the Hayward and Oxford. My 

accounts are, of course, evidently subjective, perhaps even jaundiced, but they do, I 

think, demonstrate some of the issues raised by the gallery presentation of this 

work. The curators of these exhibitions had to make a variety of decisions about the 

way in which the Screen Tests would be shown and all in one way or another, to a 

lesser or greater extent, gallerized them, theatricized them, narrativized them, 

turned them into illustrations on the one hand or spectacles on the other. What 

none of them did was simply show the films. 

  I was glad then that in the middle of this experience of viewing the 

Screen Tests in gallery spaces, I also had the chance to see them in a cinema. This was 

at the BFI Southbank (just under the Hayward Gallery), which, during August - 

September 2007, hosted ‘the most complete retrospective of Andy Warhol’s cinema 

ever held’.17 279 Screen Tests were shown, the total preserved to date, organised 

into a series of fourteen programmes, each comprising twenty films or so (Figs 9 and 

10). I had missed most of them through other commitments, but managed to get to 

the last one, screened in NFT2 on the evening of September 29.  
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Figs 9 and 10: Pages from BFI Guide, August, 2007. 

  

The audience was sparse, perhaps a dozen people scattered round the 

cinema, and the contextualisation minimal - just the usual BFI photocopied handout 

with information taken from Angell’s book. The lights went down, the films (and, 

knowing the rigour of the BFI, I’m sure they were films rather than DVD projections) 

were shown, one after another, with just a pause for breath half way through.  

 It was, on the whole, a good programme to see, for it contained few ‘stars’ to 

distract from the filmic process itself. Indeed, I found it far more compelling to gaze 

at a face that I had never seen before and which I knew nothing about. In one or two 

films, the subjects played up to the camera and in one (Nico with a coke bottle), the 

camera pointlessly zoomed in and out. No, it was much better when we were left 

just to stare at them staring back, holding the pose as well as they were able. My 

‘favourite’ was one John D. McDermott, who did absolutely nothing at all.  

 The process was relentless. A face came up and one tried to engage with it. 

The silence sat heavy and time passed slowly, dragging to the point where you were 

desperately wondering just how much longer it had to go. The fixity and symmetry 

of the cinema relationship was important here – they in their place and you in yours 

– and this imposed a discipline, a commitment to seeing this through, a dogged 

determination that you would not be defeated. (In gallery screenings, it is all too easy 
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to watch a bit of a film, get bored, move on and watch another bit of another film.) 

Then, as the reel came to an end, the image would flicker, brighten very briefly so 

that you saw into their eyes, then disappear, leaving only streaks of grey leader film 

moving through the projector and a sense of loss and regret.   

 It was a chilling experience, yet all the better for that. The glamour and 

spectacle that might accompany these films elsewhere dropped away and one was 

left with that sense of abiding mortality that also pervades much of Warhol’s best 

painting – from Marilyn and Jackie through the Electric Chairs to the mid seventies 

Skulls  – and gives his work that deathly undertow that takes it beyond a mere 

celebration of fame. I was also perversely rather glad that I had seen this version of 

the Screen Tests on my own, for the sense of isolation on my side as well as theirs 

was important, if hardly easy. 

 I wouldn’t wish to claim that this was the only way, the true way, to view 

Warhol’s Screen Tests. As we have seen, part of what makes the films so interesting 

is the fact that there is no definitive way to watch them. And, in considering the 

crucial role of context with this work, it’s important to acknowledge that the NFT 

cinema is as ideological a space as MOMA or Tate, and the viewing situation there 

just as determined by a set of curatorial choices. But there’s no doubt that seeing 

the Screen Tests in a cinema forced a viewing relationship that brought out important 

qualities in the films which get lost in the gallery – the one-to-one confrontational 

relationship between subject and viewer, the heaviness of the silence, the sense of 

duration. To be compelled as a viewer to enact a ritual parallel to that of the film’s 

subject was salutary if uncomfortable.  

 I’m aware that this can sound like an elitist position. A lot more people got to 

see the films in the Hayward than at the BFI and it’s good that they had that chance 

to view them (for these are important works by an important artist). I’m also aware 

that this can sound like an attack on pleasure, as if the cinema experience were a 

puritanical exercise in self-mortification. Rather, it is a different sort of pleasure. 

Christopher Finch once made an apparently eccentric but revealing comparison 

between Warhol and Poussin and the stoic endurance required of the persistent 

viewer of Warhol’s films does, I think, result in a profound meditation on the 

processes of living and dying.18 What was finally most interesting was to see the 

Screen Tests both in the gallery and in the cinema, and to understand the crucial ways 
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in which context and placement affects our reading of the work, while the core 

material remains the same.  

 

 
Fig 11: Cover of the DVD 13 Most Beautiful People, 2009.  

 

There is one other form of distribution to be considered here, for, in the Spring of 

2009, a selection of thirteen Screen Tests were released on DVD (Fig 11).19 Under 

the title 13 Most Beautiful…, each film now had a song or piece of instrumental music 

added by the New York based duo Dean Wareham and Britta Phillips of the band 

Luna. Given the experiences described above, I was inevitably suspicious of this, but, 

at worse, the music was inoffensive mood music - Lou Reedish in his more low-key 

moments - and, at its best, did indeed add another element of tension and 

propulsion through the films. Some of it was rather beautiful. But if one is suspicious 

of this additional layering, one can of course turn the music off and watch in silence. 

(Though my own experience is that, once you have watched the films with music, it 

continues to linger irremovably in your head.)  
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 It is hard to compare the DVD form of the Screen Tests with those other 

encounters I have described in the gallery or cinema, for, of course, its experience 

can be multiple and selected by the viewer, ranging from a projection on a large 

screen in a lecture theatre to the intimacy of the laptop propped up on the duvet. 

I’ve watched it in both forms, but most commonly, I’ve seen it on the television 

monitor in the corner of my living room, where it operates much as, forty years ago, 

John Berger in Ways of Seeing described the showing of a work of art on television: 

‘The painting enters each viewer’s house. There it is surrounded by his [sic] 

wallpaper, his furniture, his mementoes. … At the same time it enters a million 

other houses and, in each of them, is seen in a different context. Because of the 

camera, the painting now travels to the spectator rather than the spectator to the 

painting. In its travels, its meaning is diversified.’20 (Berger’s Ways of Seeing came just 

a year after the Warhol show at the Tate, and its sceptical probing seems the very 

opposite of the mandarin refinement evidenced in the latter.)   

 Yet, of course, it is not the same situation. Looking at a painting (even one of 

Warhol’s canvases of the sixties, so concerned with multiplicity and repetition) on 

TV, video or DVD, one is looking at a reproduction of an original that is elsewhere, 

in one place where it can perhaps be visited. In contrast, the Screen Tests that I watch 

here at home are as much the ‘work’ as the Screen Tests I saw in the Hayward. At 

the same time, though, neither is really the original, both being copies from the reels 

of Kodak Tri-X 16mm film that went through Warhol’s camera and are now stored 

in the MoMA Film Preservation Center.  

 But I’m unlikely to get access to those and a reel of negative film sitting in a 

chilly archive is not yet the film, which only exists when the negative is printed as a 

positive. In that, it is like the printing of a still photograph, but at least there we have 

the final object, which can be held and studied. A film requires yet another process, 

another order of objecthood, needing to be projected in some way in order to be 

observed. And then, there may be the additional process of digitalisation we call 

copying but which is in many ways a transformation.  

Yet as different as the original Screen Test on 16mm film might be from the 

version issued on DVD, it is also in an important sense the same film. This can again 

be contrasted with the status of a painting. Certainly that might change as the picture 

is moved from the storeroom to the white walled gallery, or from its permanent 

home to a temporary exhibition, but it remains within the same institutional context 
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of the Museum. It is unlikely that I will get a chance to hang an actual Warhol 

painting on my living room wall, while, sitting at home in front of my TV, I can 

watching the tears roll down Anne Buchanan’s face over and over again. With and 

without music.   

 There is one final question. This essay has concentrated on the continuing 

recontextualisation of Warhol’s Screen Tests and argued that this makes us see the 

films differently each time we encounter them. However, while not wishing to 

retreat from that argument, one might also ask whether these varying contexts are 

important enough to actually become part of the works themselves or whether they 

remain ancillary, additional, supplementary, like a frame on a painting.21 Where does 

the film end - at the edge of the frame or the screen, the room, the shaft of 

projected light? Does it ever end? 

 For there is ultimately a quality that is fundamental to the Screen Tests which 

enables them to survive and resist whatever else might be going on around them. It 

might be called their simplicity, their materiality, their dumbness, their flatness, their 

wholeness, their purity and all of these elements together. This gives these films a 

double presence, wherein they can simultaneously inhabit the wide range of physical 

environments examined here and resist a co-option into any one of them. They are 

both here and now, wherever we come across them, and they are there and then, 

indelibly of their time, faces flickering for a bare few minutes before they flare for a 

second or so and quickly fade into the dark.  
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Moment: Time in the Art of Andy Warhol on May 6, 2010 at the University of Wales, 
Newport. My thanks to the organisers Mark Durden and Alexander Graf for the invitation 
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